
STATF. OF MINNESOTA 

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERV ICES 

IN THE MATTER OF THE PRnPOSED 
ADOPTION OF RULES OF THE STATE 
DEPARTME NT OF 1-lUMAN Sf:RVTCES 
RELATING TO GENERAL ASSISTANCE 
LI TERACY TRA TNHIG REQUIREMENTS, 
PAR TS 9500 .1 206 , 9500 . 1232 , 9500 .1257 , 
9500 . 126< AN~ QS00.1?66 . 

INTRODUCT ION 

STATF.M~NT OF NEEQ AND 
REASONABLENESS 

ThP. above-entitled rule is author i zed by Minnesota Statutes . secti ons 
256D.05, subdivision 1, paragraph (a ) , clause (15) and 256D .052. It was 
initially adopted as an emergency rule in January of 1988. The emergency 
rule was developed in consultation with an advisory committee composed of 
representatives of county agencies, literacy training providers and legal 
advocacy organizations . The committee al so included Rosemarie Park, a 
member of the faculty of the Universi ty of Minnesota and a recognized 
expert on literacy training and education . 

The emergency rule has been in effect since January 13, 1988. Since that 
time the department has not received any complaints concerning the 
operation of the emergency rule. Moreover, no appea ls have been f i led as a 
consequence of the emergency rule. This record of success in addition to 
the substantial public and expP.rt input into the development of the 
emergency rule indicate that no changes are necessary or advisable in 
prop0sing the emergency rule as a permanent rule. Therefore, the proposed 
permanent rule is identical to the adopted emergency rule . 

RULE PROVISIONS 

9500 .1206 PROGRAM DEFINITIONS 

Subpart 24a. Occupational or vocational literacy program. 

Minnesota Statutes, section 2560.05, subdivision 1, clause (15) requires 
general assistance (GA) recipients to comply with literacy training 
requirements set by the agency under section 256D.052. Minnesota Stat utes 
1987 Supplement, section 256D .052 requires local agencies to assign 
recipients to "occupational and vocational l iteracy programs." The 
above-captioned rule incorporates this requirement. This definition ic; 
necessary because the term "occupational or vocational literacy prog ram" 
rloes not have a co111Tion everyday meaning. The definition in this subpart is 
reasonable because it incorporates the description of this term in state 
statute. See Minn. Stat. §2560 .052 subd. 1 (Supp . 1987 ) . 
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Subpart 25a. Par1 pation in an literacy program. 

State statute requires local agencies to provide general assistance (GA) to 
individuals eligible on the basis of functional illiteracy if they 
"participate in a literacy program • ••• "Minn . Stat . &2560 .052 subd . 4 
(1) (Supp. 1987) . Participation in a literacy program is dP.fined in 
statute as attending regular classes, completing assignments, and making 
progress toward literacy gnals . Minn. Stat . &2560 .052 subd. 4 ( 1) (Supp . 
1987). 

The rule ' s rlefiniti0n of participation in a literacy program uses the 
phrase "receiving instruction ••• in accordance with the schedule or plan 
e~tablished by the literacy training program provider" in place of the 
phrase "attend regular classes'' used in statute . The change is necessary 
becau~e some literacy training programs may involve instruction in 
nonclassroom SP.ttings . ThP. language used in the rule is reasonable in that 
it requires instruction as a component of participation consistent with 
state statute whil e allowing some flexibility in the mode of instruction to 
accorrrnodate differences among programs . 

Minnesota Statutes , section 256n .052. subdivision 4, clause (1) includes 
progress toward literacy goals as part of the definition of participation . 
This does not make sense when read in conjunction with clause (2) of the 
same subdivision of the statute . Clause (2) requires the provision of GA 
to a person who fails to progress in an assigned literacy program "despite 
participation for .•. six months or more . " This contradicts clause (1) 
by assuming that a person can ''participate" in a literacy program without 
progressing toward literacy goals. Removing progress toward goals from the 
definition of participation in the rule is necessary to give effect to the 
entire literacy training statute, including clauses (1) and (2) . It is 
reasonabl e in that it is consistent with laws of statutory construction. 
These laws permit the interpretation of statutes by presuming that the 
legislature does not intend an absurd result and that the legislature 
intends the entire statute to be effective and certain . Minn. Stat . &645 . 17 
( 1986). 

Subpart 27 . Qualified provider. 

This subpart remains the same as it is in the current permanent GA rules 
except for the way the items are numbered. The changes were initiated by 
the ~evisor of Statutes and are necessary to bring the provision into 
conformity with the Revisor's rules of nomenclature . 

Subpart 32a . Suitable recipient . 

Minnesota Statutes, section 2560 .052, subdivision 2, clause (2) requires 
local agencies to assign suitable recipients to openings in literacy 
programs . The term ''su i table recip ient" is not defined in statute. 
Moreover , the term does not have a commonly recognized definition. 
Therefore, it is necessary to define the term in rule. 

The definition is reasonable because it is based on the recorrrnendation of 
Rosemarie Park, a recognized expert in literacy training. The only logical 
basis for determining suitability for l iteracy training is the likelihood 
of improvement in the trainee's literacy level. According to Ms. Park, the 
only conditions that could prevent improvement in a person's literacy level 
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are mental retar~~~ion. menta l illness. and learn,ng disabilities . 
However, these conditions do not necessarily preclude improvement in 
literacy. Therefore , the definition of suitable recipient was drafted to 
include all individuals except for those with a poor prospect of 
improvement due to one or more of the three conditions identified by Ms. 
Park . 

9500.1~3~ STATE PARTICIPATION 

Suhpart 2. State participation for mont.hly general assistance payments 
made based on a rP.duced state assistance standard . 

This amendment c1rrects a typographical error in a rule citation contained 
in the current permanent rule. The amendment does not change the meaning 
or applicability of the rulP. as arlnpted . 

Subpart 5. State participation for costs of providing transportation to 
r~cipients assigned tn literacy training. 

Minnesota Statutes, section 2560 .052, subdivision 7 requires the state to 
reimburse local agencies for the entire cost of providing transportation 
associated with literacy training. Generally , the state's contribution for 
GA costs is 25 to 50% . Therefore. because 100% participation by the state 
is unusual it is necessary to incorporate the requirement into the rule. 
Inclusion of requirement is a reasonable means of preventing confusion that 
could resu lt from the differences in state contribution requirements. 

9500.1257 LITERACY TRAINING FOR RECIPIENTS. 

Subpart 1. Occupational and vocational literacy programs. 

Minnesota Statutes, section 2560 .052, subdivision 1 requires local agenci es 
to "work with local educational institutions and job training programs in 
the identification, development and utilization of occupational and 
vocational literacy programs for general assistance recipients." 

The rule requires local agencies to inform local educational institutions 
and job training programs of the number of recipients who need occupational 
and vocational literacy training and reco1T1T1end the development of the 
needed programs . As such, the rule incorporates the statutory 
requirement . This is necessary to ensure its implementation. The rule 
adds specificity to the statute's requirement by requiring local agencies 
to provide local institutions with information and reco1T1T1endations on the 
need for occupat ional and vocational literacy programs. The added 
specificity is needed to give local agencies some guidance in implementing 
the vague requirement in statute that local agencies "work with" local 
institutions and programs. 

The rule provision is reasonable because it requires local agencies to work 
with local institutions in some specific ways consistent wi th statute. The 
duties imposed on counties will not be an undue burden . Indeed, both 
county and noncounty membership on the emergency rule advisory committee 
supported these requirements. No co1T1T1ents reco1T1T1ending removal of these 
requirements were received during the public comment period for the 
emergency rule. 
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Subpart 2 ~ssessme 

Minnesota Statutes , section 2560.052 , subdivision, clause (1) requires 
local agencies to assess the existing read ing level . learning disabilities, 
reading potential and vocational or occupational interests of recipients 
eligible on the basis of functional illiteracy . The rule incorporates this 
requirement. This is a necessary and reasonable means of ensuring 
implementation of the statute. 

The rule als~ requires that the results of these assessments be given to 
the literacy training provider . This requirement was recommended by 
memb~rs of the emergency rule advisory committee; it is necessary to ensure 
that literacy training providers have the information needed to provide 
effecti ve literacy instruction . The requirement is reasonable because 
information on reading level , learning disabilities , reading potentia l and 
occupational interests is important t o effective literacy training . The 
reference in this subpart to the data practices act is necessary to ensure 
that the suhpart is not interpreted as authority to exchange assessment 
information without adhereing to the data privacy requirements of the act. 

Subpart 3. Assignment . 

Minnesota Statutes , section 2560 .052 , subdivision 2, clause (2) requires 
local agencies to "assign suitable recipients to openings in occupational 
and vocational literacy programs." Cl ause (3) of the same subdivision 
requires assignment to "other accessible literacy programs" if 11 no openings 
are available in accessible occupational or vocational literacy programs." 

Subpart 3 of the rule incorporates these statutory requirements . This is 
necessary and reasonable as a means of ensuring compliance with the 
statute . The rule clarifies the statute by defining program 
accessibility. This clarification is necessary because the statute limits 
assignment to programs that are "access ible" but does not define the term. 
The rule defines an accessible program as one within the recipient's local 
labor market as defined in part 9500.1206, subpart 19a. The local labor 
market is defined in the current GA rule as the geographic area within 
which a person can reasonably be expected to search for employment limited 
to an area wi thin two hours round trip of a person's residence . It is 
reasonable to expect a person to attend literacy training within the 
geographic area in which the person is expected to search for employment . 
Literacy training for a functionally illiterate individual is at least as 
critical to obtaining employment as searching for a job . The burden of 
traveling to attend literacy trainin g is certainly no greater than 
traveling to look for employment. 

Subpart 4. Reassignment. 

Under Minnesota Statutes, section 2560.052, subdivision 2, clause (4), a 
recipient who does not complete an assigned program and who wishes to try 
another program must be reassigned to another accessible literacy program. 
This subpart incorporates and clarifies the statutory reassignment 
requirement. 
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This subpart c fies the statute's reassignme .. ~ :equirement by limiting 
reassignment to recipients who have good cause for failing to complete the 
originally assigned program. This clarification is necessary to ensure 
implementation of the entire literacy training statute . 

The literacy training statute requires recipients who are eligible for GA 
on the basis of functional illiteracy to participate in literacy training 
as a condition of GA eligibility . Minn. Stat . §2560 .05 Subd . 1 (15) (Supp. 
1987) . The statute then identifies three conditions which permit these 
r~cipiPnts to receive benefits without participating in literacy training . 
These are ( 1) good cause for not participating; (2) ahsence of available 
and accessihle programs; and (3) failure to proyres~ after six months of 
participation in a program. Minn. Stat . ~2560 .052 subd. 4 (Supp . 1987 ) . 
Automatic reassignment of a recipient w~o doe~ not meet these conditions 
would all ow the recipient to avoid sanction without meeting the statutory 
exemption criteria. Indeed , many counties do not have more than one 
literacy program. As such, a recipient could fail to complete the assigned 
literacy program without good cause and then continue to receive GA wi thout 
participating in literacy training since there would be no other available 
and accessible literacy programs to which the recipient could be 
reassigned. The legislature could not have intended this result . 

This subpart also provides for disqualification when a recipient refuses 
reassignment without good cause . This language was recommended by Anoka 
County in comments submitted during the puhlic comment period for the 
proposed emergency rule. The language is necessary to prevent a recipient 
from permanently evading the literacy training requirement by exploiting 
the reassignment requirement. The language prevents a recipient who fails 
to complete the originally assigned program and expresses a d~sire to 
participate in an alternative program, from refusing reassignment to the 
other program. The apparent purpose of the reassignment provision is to 
offer recipients an alternative training program if circumstances make 
participation in the initial program unreasonable . I f participation in the 
initial program would be unreasonable, the recipient would have good cause 
for not participating . See Minn . Rules , part 9500 .1206, subp . 15 . 
Circumstances that makeparticipation in the initial program unreasonable 
will not, however. necessari ly apply to participation in another p~ogram. 
Therefore, it is reasona~le to require an independent showing of good cause 
to justify a recipient's failure to participate in the second literacy 
program . 

Subpart 5. Child care and transportation . 

Minnesota Statutes, section 2560.052 , subdivision 3 requires local agencies 
to provide child care and transportation to facilitate participation in 
literacy training. This subpart incorporates this statutory requirement. 
The i ncorporation is necessary to ensure compliance with statute and ensure 
that recipients receive the services necessary to partic ipate in literacy 
training . This subpart is reasonable because it is consistent with state 
statute. 

Subpart~ . Paym~nts to nonparticipating recipi ents . 

This subpart incorporates the three bases for nonparticipation in literacy 
training set forth in Minnesot a Statutes, section 2560 .052. subdivision 4. 
Incorporation of these criteria is a necessary and reasonable means of 
ensuring compliance with state statute . 
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Subpart 7. Volunt . participation in work readine~J . 

This subpart incorporates Minnesota Statutes , section 2560.052 , subdivision 
5, paragraph (b) whi ch permits local agP.ncies to refer a recipient for 
voluntary work readiness services when (1) the recipient 1 s literacy l evel 
r eaches a point that may al l ow successful participation and (2) 
participati on in j ob training would not i nterfer with the recipient 1 s 
participation i n literacy training . Incorporati on of this statutory 
requ i rement i s a necessary and reasonable means of ensuring compliance with 
the requi r~ment . 

Subpart 8 . Reassessment . 

Thi~ subp~rt incorporates Mi nnesota Statutes ~ sect ion 2560 .052, subdiv i sion 
5, paragraph (a ) which requires l ocal agencies t o r eassess a recipient' s 
categor ical P. l ig ibili ty when, aft er fin di ng the rec i pient el igi bl e 0n t he 
basi s of functional il l iteracy, the l ocal agency (1) determines that the 
rec i pi ent is no longer functionally illiterate, or (2) disqualifies the 
recipient from GA for failure to comply with literacy training 
requ i rement s . lncorporati on of this stat utory requ i rement i s a neces sary 
and r eas onab l e means of ensuring compl iance with the requiremen t . 

Subpart 9. Referral t o work readi nes s program. 

This subpar t incorporates Minnesota Statutes , secti on 2560 .052, subdivision 
5 , paragraph (a ) whi ch requ i res local agencies to refer recipients to the 
work readin ess program if they are inel igible for general assistance. 
Incorporat ion of this statutory requirement is a necessary and reasonable 
means of ensuring compli ance with the requirement. This subpart clarifies 
t he statute's referral requirment by requiring local agencies to determine 
a recipient's eligibility for work readiness under the appropriate rule 
part . The clarification is reasonabl e because it is consistent wi th 
current practice in the general assistance program. Current practice is to 
rletermine a person 1 s eligibility for work readiness when that person l oses 
hi s or her categorical eligibility for GA. 

Subpart 10 . Explanat ion of rights and duties . 

Thi s subpart incorporates Minnesota Statutes, secti on 2560.05, subdivision 
1, paragraph (a ) . clause (15) whi ch requires local agencies t o provide an 
oral explanation to recipients eligible on the basis of functional 
i ll iteracy of their rights and responsibilities under the literacy training 
requirements . Incorporati on of this statutory requirement is a necessary 
and reasonable means of ensuring compliance with the requirement . 

9500 . 1262 REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUED ELIGIBILITY 

Subpart l. Requirements for cont inued eligibility for specific cat egor ies 
of ongoing eligibility . 

Th is subpart provides for the disqual i ficat i on of recipients who fai l t o 
comp ly wi th the participation requirements associated with certain 
categori es of GA eligibility . The subpart is amended to incorporate 
Minnesota Statutes , section 2560 .05, subdivision 1, paragraph (a ) , clause 
(15) which requires disqualification for 60 nays when a recipient eligible 
on t he basis of functional illiteracy fails t o participate in literacy 
training as required . Incorporati on of this statutory requirement is a 
necessary and reasonable means of ensuring compliance wi th the requirement. 
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As currently adt r- -d, this subpart does not perm,L a recipient who is 
disqua lified for failure to comply with the participation requirements of 
one category to circumvent disqualification by obtaining GA eligibility 
under another category that also has participation requirements associated 
with it . The proposed language is reasonable in that it treat.es 
disqualification for failure to comply with literacy training requirements 
the same way. This cross -category disqualification is reasonable because 
it prevents recipients from avoiding participation requirements set forth 
in statute . Indeed , without cross-c~teyory disqualification a recipient 
could maintai n GA el igi bility by moving from one category to another 
without complyi ng wi th t he participati 1rn requirements of any of them . 

9500 .1 266 OISQUALIFICATION . 

The proposed amendment t o this part is necP.ss~ry t o implement Minnesota 
Statutes, section 2560.05 , subdivision 1, paragraph (a ) , clause (15 ) which 
requires rPcipients eligible on the ~asis of functional illiteracy to 
participate in literacy training and whi ch mandates a 60 day 
disqua l ification period for a recipiPnt who does not participate as 
required. The proposed language is reasonable hecause it is consistent 
with statute and with the manner in which the rule treats disqualification 
under the other categories of GA eligibility that have participation 
requirements. 

TESTI MONY 

If a public hearing is held on this rule, the Department does not expect to 
present the testimony of any expert witnesses . 

CONCLUSION 

The foregoing discussion establishes the need for and reasonableness of the 
proposed rul es , parts 9500 . 1206, 9500.1232, 9500.1257, 9500.1262 and 
9500 .1266 . To a great extent, the need for the proposed rules is 
established by state statute and the inherent responsibility of the 
Minnesota Department of Human Services to exercise prudent management of 
public funds . 

DATE ~ SANDRA S. GARDEBRING 
Convnissioner 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DEPAR'IMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES 

IN THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSED AOOPTION AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
OF THE RULE OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT 
OF HUMAN SERVICES GOVERNING LITERACY 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GENERAL ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS 

Nancy Storelee, beirig first duly sworr, , deposes and says: 

That on the 19th day of October, 1988, at the City of St . Paul, 
County of Ramsey , State of Minnesota, I mailed the attached Notice of Intent to 
Adopt a Rule Without A Public Hearing by depositing 1n the State of Minnesota 
Cer.tral Mail System for first class mailirig, a copy thereof, properly 
enveloped, with postage prepaid, to all persons and associations who have 
requested that their names be placed on file with the Depa.rtmer,t of Humar, 
Services for the purpose of receiving notice of hearing by this Department . 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 

thi s jj_ day of Oc,. I, bet" , 19 l ! 

~~J-~ 
r----~-. --... ,,;---: 

, . . 

l. <:. : : , ,,_. 
·~ v-4~- -, J' •-

····-···-~ 
., - -- . ~ 
,·: 'JT.:. '-

. . l 
.. . ) 



Department of Human Services 

In the Ma t ter of the Proposed 
Adoption of the Rule of 
the State Department 0 f 
Human Services Governing 
Literacy Training Requirements 
for General Assistance 
RP.cipients . 

NOTICE OF INT~~T 
TO ADOPT A RULE WITHOUT 
A PUB LIC HEARI NG 

Notice is hereby given that the State Oepartment of Hum~n Services 
intends to adopt the above-entitled rule without a public hearing 
following the procedures set forth in the Administrative Procedure Act for 
adopting ru1es without a public hearing in Minnesota Statutes, sections 
14.22 to 14 . 28. T~e statutory authority to adopt the rule is Minnesota 
Statutes, sections 256 .05, subdivision 1, paragraph (a} , clause (15} and 
256D.052 . 

All persons have 30 days or until 4:30 p.m. on November 23, 1988 in 
which to submit comment in support of or in opposition to the proposed 
rule or any part or subpart of the rule . Comment is encouraged . Each 
comment should identify the portion of the proposed rule addressed, the 
reason fo r the comment, and any change proposed . 

Any person may make a written request for a public hearing on the rule 
within the 30-day comment period. If 25 or more persons submit a written 
request for a public hearing within the 30-day comment period , a public 
hearing will be held unless a sufficient number withdraw their request in 
writing . Any person requesting a public hearing should state his or her 
name and address, and is encouraged to identify the portion of the 
proposed rule addressed , the reason for the request , and any change 
proposed. If a public hearing is required , the agency will proceed 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, sections 14.131 to 14.20 . 

to: 
Comments or written requests for a public hearing must be submitted 

Dan Lipschultz 
Minnesota Department of Human Services 
444 Lafayette Rd. 
St . Paul, Minnesota 55155- 3832 
Telephone (612} 297-4302 

The propos ed rule implements the statutory requirement that recipients 
eligible for general assistance because th ey are functionally illiterate 
participate in literacy training programs. It affects general assistanc e 
recipients, county human service agencies and literacy training providers . 



The rule defines "occupational or vocational literacy program ," 
"participation in a literacy program," and "suitable recipient," adding 
these definitions to part 9500.1206 . The rule also adds failure to 
participate in an assigned literacy program as a basis for 
disqualification under part 9500 . 1262 . The rule further amends part 
9500 .1266 to provide that disqualification of a recipient for failure to 
participate in literacy training renders the reci pient ineligible for 
general assistance under part 9500 .1258, subpart 1, items G, Land P 
during the period of disqualification. 

Part 9500 . 1257 of the rule sets forth the responsibilities of the 
department, local agencies and recipients regarding literacy training and 
identifies the circumstances under which general assistance benefits will 
be paid to recipients who are eligible for general assistance on the basis 
of functional illiteracy but who do not participate in literacy training . 
This rule part also specif i es the conditions under which a recipient who 
is eligible for general assistance on the basis of functional illiteracy 
may participate voluntarily in work readiness. 

The proposed rule may be modified if the modifications ar e supported 
by data and views submitted to the agP.ncy and do not result in a 
substantial change in the proposed rule as noticed . 

A free copy of the rule 
at the address noted above . 
of the 87 county welfare or 
Minnesota . 

is available upon request from Dan Lipschultz 
A copy of the rule may also be viewed at any 

human services agencies in the State of 

A Statement of Need and Reasonableness that describes the need for and 
reasonableness of each provision of the proposed rule and identifies the 
data and information relied upon t o support the proposed rule has been 
prepared and is available from Dan Lipschultz at the address noted above 
upon request. 

Adoption of the rule will not result in additional spending by local 
public bodies in excess of $100,000 per year for the f i rst two years 
f0llowing adoption under the requirements of Minnesota Statutes, section 
14 .11. 

If no hearing is required, upon adoption of the rul e , the rule and the 
required supporting documents will be submitted to the Attorney General 
for review as to legality and form to the extent the form relates to 
legality . Any person may request notification of the date of submission 
to the Attorney General . Persons who wish to be advised of the submission 
of this material to the Attorney General, or who wish to receive a copy of 
the adopted rule, must submit the written request to Dan Lipschultz at the 
address noted above . 

,{'SANORA S. GAROEBRING 
Commissioner 




